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� Product Name  88Blue –  Natural Perfume with healing stone  
„Sodalite“ 

� Moon Phase  Daily  

� How to use  

Spray directly on skin and take a deep breath. Immediately 
you will feel the inspiring effect. The oils of juniper, grapefruit, 
lemon verbena, lemongrass prevail in this fragrance. Due to 
the blue sodalite the crown/head chakra is activated, and 
following the color therapeutic guidelines the blue stone 
develops herein its inspiring effect and in combination to the 
fresh fruity fragrance oils 88Blue stimulates and refreshes 
senses through Body & Soul 

� Ingredients   
Perfume**, organic alcohol*****fragrance composition from 
100% pure essential oils, *** organic alcohol from wheat 
distillate.   

� Effect 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Blue Sodalite 

Numerology 88:  in Asia and especially in the Chinese culture 
the number 88 is one of the most important numbers. 
Telephone numbers and license plates containing the number 
88 are very popular. In Hong Kong for example high amounts 
of money are paid money for such reason. For radio operators 
the number 88 stands for ‘I love you’! Especially in China the 8 
stands for richness and even fortune in love questions, 
including marriage. Healing color blue: strengthens life 
energy and sexuality, connectedness to nature and will, basic 
trust connectedness to one’s body, positiveness.  Healing 
stone sodalite:  also the blue stone is said to have a the 
classical protecting features suitable for every occasion. Acts 
as lightening rod against negativity and bad energies and on 
the other hand as booster concerning: jammed up emotions, 
stuck behavior patterns and enhances serenity, concentration, 
cognition. Furthermore it helps to neutralize own negativity. 
The healing power of the blue sodalite has a purifying and 
freeing effect on our entire nervous system.   

� Type of skin  - 

� Psychical effect (fragrance ) 
Provides harmony for all 7 main chakra attributed to the 
emotional areas and has an immediate positive effect.  

� Effect 
Pure perfume with healing stone sodalite for vitality of body 
and soul – opens up immediately your Body & Soul 


